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1 - SonAmy - The Arguement

(a SonAmy Story)

it was a cold,yet rainy night in mobius while are famous hero Sonic the Hedgehog was taking a run
along the grass...when suddenly..
==
Amy: SONIKKU!!
Sonic: o_o''
Amy: *glomps*
Sonic: Hey,Amy!! Watch the fur!!
Amy: ^-^
Sonic: Now please can you get off me!!?!
Amy: ok sonic...
Sonic runs ahead in the distance..

==

Sonic: zzzzz...zzzz
"ding,dong!"
Sonic: -_-'
Amy: SONIC!!
Sonic: @_@ not again...no body's here so beat it!
Amy: ?
Sonic: you heard me!!
Amy: geez...i just wanted to say hi....*closes the door behind her*
Sonic: maybe i was a little hard on her...oh well..
*Phone Rings*
"sonic picks up the phone"
Sonic: Hello?
Tails: Hey,Sonic..
Sonic: What's wrong bud?
Tails: well...Amy just come over in a bag of tears crying to me saying " SONIC,WHY,WHY DON'T YOU
LIKE ME!" and i was wondering why..
Sonic: *whistles*
Tails: Sonic...i know your there..
Sonic: look,maybe i was a little hard on her...she does get annoying sometimes..
Tails: here...she wants to talk to you..
Sonic: *inhales* what is it...
Amy: *still crying* WHAT WAS THAT ALL ABOUT LAST NIGHT? YOU REALLY HURT MY FEELINGS!!
Sonic: LOOK,THE REASON WHY IS THAT YOUR REALLY ANNOYING ALL THE TIME AND I JUST
WANT SOME PIECE AROUND HERE!?!
Amy: *hangs up*



Sonic: *sigh*
*sonic looks at the pictures were he & Amy were on the beach*
Sonic: "sigh"...i better go over and say sorry...ill regret this for the rest of my life if i dont....
??: Sonic...come here...
Sonic: wha? who is this?..
"lights go off"
Sonic: "whimps"
*Evil Laughter fills background*

END OF PART ONE



2 - SonAmy - ShadAmy - The Kidnap of Amy

(a SonAmy Story Part 2)

Sonic: WHO ARE YOU?! SHOW YOUR SELF!!
??: Ah...Sonic the Hedgehog...long time no see huh..
*a dark hedgehog with red markings on his quills looked directly like sonic but with a different
colour..introduced his name as...SHADOW*
Sonic: you...What do you want with me?!
Shadow:Amy...
Sonic: -_-'' you gotta be kiddin me...
Shadow: *gets angry* DOES MY FACE LOOK LIKE IM SERIOUS?!
Sonic: o.o...okay...whatever..
Shadow: i know you have feelings for her and so do i...we must end this soon..
Sonic: ARE YOU OUT OF YOUR MINDS?!
Shadow: Don't make me use this...*takes a gun from his jacket - pocket
Sonic: o_o'' ok...what..d..do i do?
Shadow: It's very simple....lunch time tommorow,i want you to kid-nap Amy and bring her to me...YOU
UNDERSTAND?!
*shadow sed in a cold voice*
Sonic: Ok....
Shadow: i bid you farewell...Chaos Control...*a shade of light surrounded shadow and he dissapeard in
a flash*
Sonic: *phew*..he get's so weird...sometimes..
Shadow: I HEARD THAT!
Sonic: he,he..

==

(The Next morning)

Sonic: "yawn"..."sigh" i better go & see Amy..or kidnap...
*sonic runs to amy's house with a sack in his hand*
Sonic knocks on Amy's door
Sonic captures her in the sack
Amy:*muffled voices*
Sonic: i'm so sorry Amy...
Sonic Arrived at Shadow's place
Shadow: glad you came...the girl?
Sonic handed the sack over to shadow
Shadow: excelleent...
Amy: HEY,WHAT DO YOU THINK YOUR DOING?! LET ME GO!!!



Shadow: *evil laugh*
Amy: you will regret this for the rest of your life!!
Shadow: hey,hey!! i just wanted to say...i love you...
Amy: wha-o.o....
Sonic: WHY YOU COTTEN PICKEN!! *strangles Shadow*
Amy: i cant believe it...i got 2 boyfriends...*squeeels*
Sonic & Shadow: grrrrrr!!!
Amy: "sigh" the more you fight only makes me love you more...
Shadow: oh for pete's sake sonic..give it up! you dont even like her!!
Sonic: DO TOO!!
Shadow: DO NOT!!
Sonic & Shadow: GRRRRRR!!
Amy: "sigh" *stares at them dreamily*

(End of Part 2)



3 - Tails,Amy & the Time & Space Device!

Previously,Sonic & Shadow were fighting for there love for Amy Rose,when suddenly..

*Shadow pulls out a gun*

Sonic & Amy: *GASP*
Shadow: Sonic,give it up..or Else! *gun cocks*
Sonic: errmm...err...*waves white coloured flag*
Shadow: Don't play games with me HEDGEHOG!
Sonic: oh yeah? Well...Try this out for size!
CHAOS...WAVE!!!
Shadow: O_O' Chaos Wave? never heard of that! *OFF* *Shadow faints landed on the floor with a thud*
Sonic: he,he,he..not so much for a ultimate life - form..huh
Shadow: why..curse thee blue hedgehogs...*Turns Red*
Sonic: uh-oh..looks like i did it again! gotta run..ZOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM
Amy: Sonic!! WAIT!
Sonic: No Time for Talking Amy!
Shadow: AAAAAARGH!!! CHAOS SPEAR!!
Sonic: uughh..owww...
Amy: uh oh...why did this happen..SONIC,SHADOW..I LOVE YOU ALL...
Sonic & Shadow: YES!! KER-CHING!!
Amy: *sigh..*
Sonic: wanna date sugar??
Shadow: No,Date ME!
Sonic: ME!!!
*Sonic & Shadow Start fighting again*
*FREEZE RAY!!!*
*everything freezes exept Amy and...
Amy: Tails?!
Tails: WHAT THE HELLL IS GOING ON HERE!!
Amy: Sonic & Shadow are fighting over me...again...hey,What's that gadget?
Tails: The Time & Space Traveler & Freeze Ray 2000! it freezes everything in time & space!
Amy: oooooooo!!!
Tails: and..it can travel in Time!
Amy: OMG,OMG lemme have a go!! PWEASE!!
Tails: ok,were do you wanna go?! Forward in time or Backwards?
Amy: FORWARDS! I WANNA SEE WHO IM MARRIED TO!!! Tails: -_-'' i knew
it..okay...year..2023...Date: December 24th..and There you have it! *a vortex appears around Tails and
Amy and they Vanish within a second

==



To Be Continued...



4 - Amy's Future

The Love Affair - Chapter 4

Last Time,Sonic and Shadow where fighting over Amy (no surprise there),and Tails came to the rescue
with the invention of the Time & Space Traveler & Freeze Ray 2000,which freezes everything in
time,and also travels in time too. As Amy wanted to travel to her future,what is bound to crop up? Read
on to find out....

'Whew.....i really need to be prepared next time...' Tails hesitated. 'Wow....so this is my future?' Amy
cried out as she looked around. 'Sure looks......empty' She was right. The streets where empty,the
stores where closed,noone was around. Was this a ghost town? The only way to find out is investigating.
'Hey,Amy! Come over here!' Tails shouted. Amy ran over to a local newspaper stand. '30,0000 dead in
nuclear bomb attack....local hero Sonic the Hedgehog caught wearing a.....Bikini??!' What is this? '....'
Amy looked like she was about to blurt out with laughter. 'Err...Amy? are you feeling okay?' Tails just
stared blankly at Amy as she was rolling on the floor laughing her head off. 'Err........Amy?'
'Ahhhhhhhh,hahahahaha!!' Amy laughed. 'Sigh......AMY ROSE,PLEASE WILL YOU SNAP OUT OF IT!
Thankyou...' Amy just froze as the whole area was silent. 'Uhh....hello?' a voice answered from no
where. 'Huh? who's there?' Tails hesitantly replied. 'Come on out,we won't hurt you!' A blue
hedgehog,similar to Sonic,with pink outlines in his quills,came out of hiding. He was a few inches smaller
than Tails,and was wearing a leather jacket,with red and black shoes. 'Hello! My name's Tails...and you
are?' Tails greeted. 'Uhh...my name's Sparky....' 'That's....a nice name...anyway,what you doing around
these parts? And one question,where is everyone?' 'Gone skiing.' Tails blankly store at him'
'Right.....,Where's your mother and father?' 'Oh.....my dad's racing...again,and my mum's shopping.'
'What? at a time like this?...wait,what are your parent's called?' Tails asked politly' 'Sonic and Amy..Why
you ask?' Tails just stood there for a few moments as he store blankly and fainted. 'Umm...mister? are
you okay?'...'Uhhh...'Scuse me,mom-look-a-like,little help here?' Amy walked over. 'Hi...my name's Amy
Rose..and yours..?' 'Wow! that's the same name as my mum!' 'No...so your...my son?'

To Be Continued
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